Lekh 70 Part 3
When this ‘fallacious’ world or ‘fort of illusion’ is indeed
destructible
indefinite
changeable
false
then the
thoughts
concepts
thinking
understanding
emotions
judgments
faith
belief
firmness of mind etc.
entrenched in the intellect are also:-
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superficial
incomplete
hollow
blurred
fallacious
changeable
false and
wrong.
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1

False is the king, false are the subjects; false is the whole world.
False is the mansion, false are the skyscrapers; false are those who live in
them.
False is gold, and false is silver; false are those who wear them.
False is the body, false are the clothes; false is incomparable beauty.
False is the husband, false is the wife; they mourn and waste away.
The false ones love falsehood, and forget their Creator.

468

You are distracted by thoughts of Maya and worldly attachment.
In the City of Death, you will be caught by the noose of the Messenger of
Death.

993

3

The source, the root, of the gods and goddesses is Maya.

129

4

They read about the three qualities, but they do not know the essential reality
of the Lord.
128

5

Nobody is satisfied with his span of life; everyone entertains false hopes.VBG 27/9

2

Therefore
happiness
comforts
recreation
relish
cleverness
learning
knowledge
philosophy
virtues
acquired through the fallacious intellect are also
incomplete
unfinished
changeable
indefinite (and)
false.
6
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Remember that the pleasures of the world are false; this whole show is just an
illusion.
1352
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Gurbani very clearly has this to say about illusion:1

You may taste the other flavors,
but your thirst shall not depart, even for an instant.

180

2

By preaching sermons, one's doubt is not dispelled.

635

3

Everyone talks about spiritual wisdom and spiritual knowledge.
Talking, talking, they argue, and suffer.

831

4

If there is anger within man, he is merely reading his part, like an actor in a
play.
832

Our ‘life-goal’ or whole life carved with such fallacious intellect is
also:unaccomplished
changeable
indefinite
false
painful
regretful.
5

6

7

The self-willed manmukh wanders around the world in doubt.
Without any capital, he makes false transactions.
Without any capital, he does not obtain any merchandise.
The mistaken manmukh wastes away his life.

363

The manmukhs are confused by doubt, wandering in the wilderness.
Having lost their way, they are plundered; they chant their mantras at
cremation grounds.

941

O Holy people, this world is deluded by doubt.
It has forsaken the meditative remembrance of the Lord's Name, and sold itself
out to Maya. ||1||Pause||
In the pride of youth, wealth and glory, day and night, he remains intoxicated.
684

Creating separate spiritual and materialistic realms which are opposed
and contrary to each other, the Timeless Being has given sharp intellect and
‘independence’ only to man, so that with his discriminating
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intellect, he can make distinction between these two realms, challenge the
situation and setting his own ‘life-goal’ , make his own life successful. To
make this important distinction and face the challenge and to give guidance
and assistance, the Timeless Being from time to time has sent gurus,
incarnations, saints, holy men, great souls etc., who through their lives while
giving spiritual life-guidance to the masses have led and motivated them to
come out of the materialistic fort of illusion. For the guidance and assistance
of the masses after their departure from this world, they left behind their
respective scriptures (Banis).
But despite the company of these gurus and saints and the reading
listening, singing and giving sermons on scriptures – we have been unable to
understand, discover and recognise the original hidden secrets of the triguni
(three-phased) materialistic ‘illusion’.
It is impossible for the general ignorant masses to understand or
discover the hidden secrets of this ‘illusion’ – but the surprising and painful
thing is that we, the so called nobler ones, learned, saints, great-souls are also
ignorant and indifferent about the innate hidden secret of this false illusion,
or are knowingly careless and pretentious’
Despite being engaged in:worship
rituals
religion
contemplation
rigorous effort
perseverance
ascetic discipline
from many births, we are still involved and absorbed in the dark pit of that
illusion and are suffering:
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1

Entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations, the whole world is
perishing.
133

2

This world perishing in attachment and possessiveness; no one knows the way
of life.
508
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1

Those who are totally in love with Maya, Maya, shall rot away in Maya.

2

The blind, self-willed manmukhs do not realize the Word of the Shabad; they
are deluded by false doubts.
604

This material ignorance-like ‘illusion’ has:penetrated
infiltrated
permeated
pervaded
got absorbed
so deep in our –
mind
intellect
heart
subconsciousness
life
that it has become our materialistic life’s
integral
important
basic
essential
powerful
‘essence-part’.
This ignorance-like ‘illusion’ in every aspect of our life –
thought
thinking
plan
laughter
seeing
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emotions
love
hatred
relish
taste
anger
grievance
indignation\
greed
attachment
ego
righteousness
rites-rituals

and becoming dominant through ‘me-mine ness’ has flourished and
manifested itself.
The powerful ‘charm’ of this ‘illusion’ has affected our ‘life’ or our
materialistic self so much, that that we have been possessed by it from
many births in the form of (ghosts-evil spirits) and escape from it is
extremely difficult.
This ‘ghost’ of illusion, over many births has permeated and
pervaded our physical and religious life and made it into such a subtle
‘steel-like element’ that we have completely become a form of illusion.
Just as ‘darkness’ – cannot get rid of its dark state by itself –
similarly we cannot separate or get rid of the ‘ghost’ of illusion which has
possessed us over so many births, from our life.
All religious books are saying that mental ignorance emanates from
one’s doubt fallacies.
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To clearly explain this ‘illusion’, Gurbani states thus:1

In the month of Bhaadon, she is deluded by doubt, because of her attachment
to duality.
134

2

In doubt he comes, and in doubt he goes.
This world is born out of the love of duality.

3

161

The three-faced Maya had led them astray in doubt, and they are snared by the
noose of egotism.
604

But – the surprising thing is that despite
Reading
Listening (to Gurbani from the Primal Source)
Giving sermons and lectures
Philosophising (religious) knowledge
Preaching religion
the existence of numerous religious writings
the existence of numerous study circles
the existence of numerous religious places
the existence of numerous missionary colleges
we have not been able to until now (receive) correct:awareness
recognition
knowledge
faith
trust
about this ‘illusion’, and we are being blindly carried away fast in the old
‘life-flow’ of the ‘dark pit’ of illusion and enmeshed in pitch darkness are
suffering.
The laughable thing is that passing through this illusion and being
absorbed in it, we regard ourselves as ‘religious’ and go about ‘puffed -up’.
The result of this is that we are
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uninformed
ignorant
careless
inattentive
do not feel the need
faithless
deprived
of the innate meanings of the spiritual, lofty pure teaching of Gurbani or are
knowingly indifferent and feigning ignorance. Gurbani’s line below is aptly
applies to our condition:1

O Holy people, this world is deluded by doubt.
It has forsaken the meditative remembrance of the Lord's Name, and sold itself
out to Maya.
684

Frogs in the well spend all their lives in the darkness of the well and
apart from their dark world; they can have no faith in any other world –
because they have never seen even a flash of the external light.
If we tell them that outside the well, there is some other illuminated
beautiful world, they will never believe and regarding the ‘light’ as
‘nonsense’ or ‘false’ they will ignore it and say, ‘Let it be. It does not
concern us,’ thus ending the issue.
2a
b
c
d
e
f
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An owl does not have any other thoughtful understanding and leaving behind
habitats it lives in deserted places.
An eagle cannot be taught texts and eating rats keep on flying the whole day.
Even being in the garden of sandal wood, the egotist bamboo does not get the
fragrance.
As the conch remains empty though living in sea, the person devoid of wisdom
of the Guru (Gurmat) is ruining his body.
The cotton-silk tree does not bear fruits howsoever much that colourless cotton
bud may brag of its greatness.
Only fools quarrel over small matters. VBG 32/4

Exactly in the same manner, passing through the dark pit of the
materialistic ‘fort of illusion’ through many births, we have acquired firm
faith in the
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fallacies, darkness and are regarding
taking birth
living
existing
passing through
dying
in this pitch dark ‘fort of illusion’ as life-direction and destination.
Our belief in the illusion filled darkness has become so firm that apart
from the ‘illusion-fort’ of trigun or three-phases materialistic realm we:do not have any thought
do not feel the need to pay attention
do not have the time to discuss and research
do not have faith
in the existence of any other illuminated spiritual realm.
1

Deluded by doubt, the world wanders around.
It dies, and is born again, and is ruined by the Messenger of Death.

2

Deluded by doubt, I have wasted my whole life; I have not obtained a stable
intellect.
632

3

This world is an illusion; people pass their life-nights sleeping.

4

Within the fortress of body, are the hard and rigid doors of falsehood, deception
and pride.
Deluded by doubt, the blind and ignorant self-willed manmukhs cannot see
them.
514

When in the ignorance of our illusion, we read or listen to the above
Gurbani lines, then we think that these line do not apply to us because we
are:very wise
great scholars
great scientists
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560
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36

very knowledgeable
the better and nobler ones
as smart as (Pluto)
We believe that while living in the light of novel modern illumination
and scientific (era), illusion cannot come near us!! As these lines do not
apply to us, there is no need for us to pay attention to them or discuss them.
Only the beings who are living in the illusion-filled world need to pay
attention to those lines and cultivate them but we are not in this group!!
We are regarding the imagined ‘new materialistic world’ (that we view)
through our intellect as:special
distinct
lofty
good
beautiful
colourful
comfortable
real
eternal
and absorbed in, and intoxicated with it we are wasting our invaluable lives.
But Gurbani has warned us about this imagined illusion-filled false
world thus:-
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1

I would not have ruined myself by clinging to the world of falsehood.

2

This world is just a hill of smoke.
What makes you think that it is real?
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488
1187

1

Whatever is seen, shall all pass away, like the shadow of a cloud.

2

The wealth of this world is only a dream; why are you so proud of it?

219
1186

It is extremely difficult to make these nobler, clever, intellectual ones
understand and convince then that interpreting Gurbani contrary to its
original innate spiritual meanings is deceiving oneself and indeed this
amounts to an illusion.
The simple general masses easily understand and acknowledge this
‘mental illusion’, – but it is very difficult for the intellectually clever ones to
come out of the darkness of trigun or three phased materialistic illusion,
because their intellect is strongly coloured or influenced, by the scintillating
light of cleverness, learning, and scientific knowledge, (the colouring or
influence of) which is very difficult to get rid off.
Without removing this colouring or cover of the cleverness of
materialistic illusion, we will be unable to have the vision of the splendour of
spiritual illumination in our innermost consciousness.
The obvious proof of this is that despite doing so muchcontemplation
religious effort
perseverance
reading of Bani or scripture
worship
rituals
religious acts
preaching
our mental ‘illusion’ has not left us and we are suffocating in the old
materialistic ‘flow’ just like before, and our personal, social and religious life
is trapped in the darkness of the materialistic doubt-fallacy or the ‘fort of
illusion’.
The downfall of our mental, social and religious state is indeed the
symbol or indication of our materialistic ‘doubt-fallacy’.
The sinking or declining state our character, culture and its prevalence
at personal, social, communal and universal level
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is indeed clear proof and living picture of our materialistic ‘doubt-fallacy’.
Gurbani has illustrated this decline of ours as follows:1

There is a famine of Truth; falsehood prevails, and the blackness of the Dark
Age of Kali Yuga has turned men into demons.
468

2

The Hindus invoke Ram, the Muslims, Rahim but in reality there is only one
God.
Since they have both forgotten the Vedas and the Katebas, worldly greed and
saitan have led them astray.
Truth is hidden from both; the brahamins and maulvis kill one another by their
animosities.
VBG 1/21

3

The world gets engrossed in remorseful activities and sin and corruption prevail.
Different sections of society develop hatred for one another and finish
themselves through squabbles ass the bamboos, due to their mutual friction,
producing fire burn themselves as well as others.
Condemnation of the knowledge starts and in the darkness of ignorance nothing
remains visible
VBG 1/17

4

In view of the prevailing lassitude in the world, four varnas and four ashrams
were established.
Then ten orders of ascetics and twelve orders of yogis came into being.
Further jangams (the wanderers), sramans, and digambrs (naked jain ascetics)
also started their disputations.
They all were deluded by kaliyug.
VBG 1/19

With dark glasses everything appears dark – but the shadow of dark
glasses falls only on visible things.
When the ‘colouring’ of illusion covers our mind, then its shadow or
reflection falls on our intellect’s abstract or subtle:thoughts
emotions
desires
learning
knowledge
faith
trust etc.
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1

Doubt, emotional attachment, pride, dishonor and intoxication with Maya (lead
mortals to death and rebirth, wandering lost in hell).
1357

2

In doubt and emotional attachment, this person understands nothing; with this
leash, these feet are tied up.
216

3

Speaking falsehood, one eats poison, and the evil within increases greatly.
The evil within increases greatly, in this world of doubt; without the Name,
one's honor is lost.
570

4

Reading and writing, the Pandits engage in debates and disputes; they are
attached to the flavors of Maya.
570

5

Emotional attachment to Maya is total madness; through the love of duality,
one is ruined.
571
Mother and father - all are subject to this love; in this love, they are entangled.

6

The egotistical people are deluded by useless doubt.
Of all this expanse, nothing shall go along with you.
Through pleasure and pain, the body is growing old.
Doing these things, the faithless cynics are passing their lives.

7

888

One who has no faith in the True Guru, and who does not love the Word of the
Shabad,
shall find no peace, even though he may come and go hundreds of times. 591

In this way –
the reflection of this darkness of ‘illusion’ or mental ignorance has also fallen
on our
intellectual knowledge
modern science
philosophy
religious pursuits etc.
and all this is the ‘play’ of the trigun, three phased materialistic realm. This
intellectual knowledge cannot reach the spiritual ‘illuminated realm’.
What use is it to read, and what use is it to study?
What use is it to listen to the Vedas and the Puraanas?
What use is reading and listening,
if celestial peace is not attained?655
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Even great cleverness does not dispel doubt.
The unconscious fool does not remain conscious of the Lord; he putrifies and rots
away to death, carrying his heavy load of sin.
1025
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1

By preaching sermons, one's doubt is not dispelled.
Everyone is tired of preaching and teaching.

655

2

I have read all the Vedas, and yet the sense of separation in my mind still has
not been removed; the five thieves of my house are not quieted, even for an
instant.
687

3

No one can bring You under control, by despising the world......
No one can bring You under control, by any clever tricks.

962

In other words, the intellectual learning teaching that is being carried
out in – schools, colleges, universities also falls in the same class- because in
these educational institutions only the pure trigun (three phased) materialistic
realm’s knowledge is taught. Therefore:higher and higher education
new scientific research
cutting philosophy
religious knowledge
are indeed incapable of
knowing
understanding
discerning
researching
recognising and
obtaining
the intuitional knowledge of the spiritual realm. In this way the intellectual
education, instead of decreasing our materialistic doubt fallacy, helps to
strengthen it further.
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1

The more one writes and reads, the more one burns.

2

That scholar who is full of greed, arrogant pride and egotism, is known to be a
fool.
140

3

Millions of sciences all sing His Praises.
Even so, the limits of the Supreme Lord God cannot be found.
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467

1163

1

He is not obtained by intellectual recitation or great cleverness; only by love
does the mind obtain Him.
436

2

But through excessive cleverness, one is only plastered with dirt.
The filth of attachment is removed by the True Name of the Lord.

352

‘Intellectual knowledge’ can only give intellectual information or
knowledge n the sphere of trigun (three phased worldly) materialistic
realm which can only influence the intellect of the listeners. Such
intellectually acquired knowledge remains limited up to the intellectual
sphere and it does not reach the intuitional illumination of the spiritual
realm.
If darkness can only be removed with light then the ‘pitch-darkness
of the materialistic doubt-fallacy’ can only be eradicated with intuitional
illumination or ‘Naam’.
Even in our missionary colleges and study circles, the externally
orientated religious education of Gurbani or Gurmat (Guru’s teaching) is
carried out based on intellectual knowledge which cannot give ‘intuitional
essence-knowledge’ and ‘innate ‘spiritual life.
This spiritual essence-knowledge is the illuminated language of the
intuitional spiritual realm which is beyond the grasp of our intellectual
understanding. It can only be obtained through Guru’s Grace in the
company of sadhsangat through intuition and with the internally
orientated practice of meditation.
From these missionary colleges only –
intellectual scholars or
graduate religious professors
or preachers are produced – who can only carry out simple, incomplete,
intellectual preaching of Gurmat through intellectual knowledge. Such
intellectual preaching can increase the intellectual knowledge of the
audience but it cannot offer the intuitional essence knowledge of the
spiritual realm.
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This is the reason that despite so much religious preaching, the masses
from the spiritual point of view are becoming:uninformed
careless
indifferent (and)
do not feel the need
atheist
inattentive
and the darkness of materialistic doubt-fallacy is on the increase.
In other words, without the intuitional illumination of the spiritual
‘essence-knowledge’ our religious learning, research and preaching is just
intellectual ‘activity’ and ‘recreation’ of the sphere of darkness of the ‘fort of
illusion’. Such intellectual scholars are unable to reach the ‘intuitional
spiritual-illumination’, nor do they feel the ‘need’ for it.
1

You may read and read loads of books; you may read and study vast multitudes
of books.
You may read and read boat-loads of books; you may read and read and fill pits
with them.
You may read them year after year; you may read them as many months are
there are.
You may read them all your life; you may read them with every breath.
O Nanak, only one thing is of any account: everything else is useless babbling
and idle talk in ego.
467

2

Millions of sciences all speak in His Praises.
Even so, the limits of the Supreme Lord God cannot be found.

3

1163

He is not obtained by intellectual recitation or great cleverness; only by love
does the mind obtain Him.
436

In olden times, great souls who led spiritual lives and who were
knowers of the ‘essence-asceticism’, sat in religious places and lived in the
intuitional illuminated sphere of the spiritual realm. The desirous or need
souls serving them and having their holy company, could easily distance
themselves from the illusion of their mental ignorance and gained the benefit
of the intuitional knowledge of spiritual illumination.
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and beyond that they gave the ‘gift of life’ to other desirous or needy one and
made their lives successful.
Nowadays there is a ‘famine’ of this spiritual intuitional ‘play’ – as a
result of which the darkness of the materialistic ‘illusion’ is becoming more
intense and in the trigun (three phased) world, the materialistic illusion of the
dark age is prevailing and flourishing very actively.
For this reason through our materialistic ignorance we are immersing
ourselves again in the pitch darkness of the same intellectual illusion of
mental ignorance from which our Gurus saved us.
1

Hope, doubt, corruption and emotional attachment - in these, he is engrossed.
The false material world abides in his mind, and he does not understand the
Supreme Lord God.
815

2

Without the Name, the false woman is deluded by doubt and plundered by
thieves.
751

3

Those who wander around, deluded by doubt, are called manmukhs; they are
neither on this side, nor on the other side.
797

4

Without the Name, all the false ones wander deluded

5

In love and attachment to Maya, the mortals are sad, and are consumed by
sadness.
Without the Name, they wander and wander and wander, and waste away.1140

842

In reality passing through many births in the darkness of this
materialistic realm – the belief or illusion of this false world has penetrated,
infiltrated, permeated so deep in our subconsciousness that it has become so
ingrained that we are acknowledging this false world as real, true and
indestructible. Beyond this our knowledge and belief about any other realm
is (something that has been) –
heard or related
read or taught
understood or made to understand
learnt or made to learn
superficial
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and is limited to the outer mind-intellect. This ‘disappears’ very fast as it is
only a superficial wave of our thoughts and it is not seen or experienced by
us.
When we hear or read Gurbani lines:
‘The whole world is false’
‘False world’ or
‘This world is an illusion’
we acknowledge them with a superficial mind because we do not have full
faith in them.
Passing through this false world, our mind is continually interacting
with it every second and minute and with this ‘practice’ over many births the
‘false world’ has permeated and pervaded our mind, memory, intellect and
subconsciousness and we have become an integral ‘part’ of it.
1

2
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False is their capital, and false is their trade.
Speaking falsehood, they take their food.
The home of modesty and Dharma is far from them.
O Nanak, they are totally permeated with falsehood.

471

Attachment to Maya is totally false, and false are those who go that way.
Through egotism, the world is caught in conflict and strife, and it dies.

790

3

There is a famine of Truth; falsehood prevails, and the blackness of the Dark
Age of Kali Yuga has turned men into demons.
468

4

They walk according to their own wills, and continually speak falsehood and
lies.
They practice falsehood and deception, and endlessly slander others.
951

5

Those whose hearts are filled with the filth of deception, may wash themselves
on the outside.
They practice falsehood and deception, and their falsehood is revealed.
That which is within them, comes out; it cannot be concealed by concealment.
1243

It is indeed the pitch darkness of the powerful ‘illusion’ of materialistic
ignorance
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in which :we are conceived,
we are born,
we are brought up,
we study,
we work,
we eat,
we drink,
we keep awake,
we sleep,
we manage family life,
we do business,
we give birth to children,
we bring them up,
we love,
we hate,
we quarrel and argue,
we burn in jealousy and duality,
we burn in the fire of enmity and confrontation,
we get inflamed in anger and hatred,
we run around gratifying sensual desires,
we cultivate religion,
we carry out recitation and worship,
we carry out contemplation and penance,
we repeat knowledge,
we carry out rites and rituals,
we boast of me-mine-ness,
we thunder in egotism,
we experience illness,
we enjoy comfort and peace,
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we tolerate suffering,
we burn in the fire of desires,
we madly run about with greedy,
we become old,
we die,
we come under the control of Yamas (couriers of death),
we bear severe punishment,
we are born again,
and this roar (created by the situations mentioned above) is the prevalence
and the flourishment of this very illusion that affects every aspect of our life,
all the time and it is extremely difficult to get out of it.
Thus ‘man’ enmeshed and entangled in the circle or sphere of the ‘fort
of illusion’, wastes and tortures his illumination filled spiritual being in the
‘pitch-darkness’ of materialism cycle of births and deaths.
But the surprising thing is that we, while:being enmeshed and entangled
suffering
taking a beating from the Yamas
experiencing hell
passing through the cycle of going and coming
going through the fearful and painful experiences
in the pitch darkness of the ‘fort of illusion’ from innumerable births, with
every breath, day and night have up to now not ‘realised’ about this
materialistic
agonising
non existent
false
dreadful
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‘illusion’ and we
do not know
do not have the awareness
do not have the thought
do not have the knowledge
do have the thinking
do not feel the need
to come of this powerful ‘fort of illusion’
leave alone making an effort?
1

He is deluded by doubt, and does not remember the Word of the Shabad. He
loses his life in the gamble.
1013

2

Deluded by doubt, they knew duality.

3

Deluded and confused by doubt, the mortal practices falsehood.

1136

4

The stubborn and insensitive mind is attached to the love of duality.
Deluded by doubt, the unfortunate wander around in confusion.

1061

5

880

Within them is greed, and they wander around like mad dogs.
They slander others and carry loads of sin upon their heads.
Intoxicated by Maya, they do not think of the Lord.
Deluded by doubt, they wander off on many paths.

372

Besides this it is such a disgraceful thing for ‘mortals’ that ‘despite’
Primal Gurbani’s
encouragement
teaching
warning and religious
rites-rituals
recitation-worship
meditation – penance
effort
we are ‘getting immersed’ in the darkness of this very materialistic ‘doubtfallacy’, (by believing it to be) our ‘life-direction’ and main ‘religious belief
and practice’.
In this way, becoming ‘thick-skinned’ about the teachings and warnings
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of the Gurus’ and other great souls, we try to evade them, or feigning
ignorance, we regard it as ‘wisdom’ and ‘praiseworthiness’, to flow along
blindly in the current of the previous materialistic ‘flow of life’. We move
around (in this state) feeling puffed up at these very ‘fallacious’ or illusory
educational, scientific and religious achievements.
1

O mind, don't be so proud of yourself, as if you know it all; the Gurmukh is
humble and modest.
Within the intellect are ignorance and ego; through the True Word of the
Shabad, this filth is washed off.
441

2

Why do you read so many other things, and carry such a heavy load? 1261

3

Listen, madman: why do you harbor false pride?

777

In reality, going through the ‘illusion’ of mental ignorance has indeed
become our so-called
creed
religion
life-direction
religious pursuit
devotion
philosophy (of union with God)
rites-rituals
and carrying out all the rest of the ‘religious rites-rituals, recitation-worship
in egotism indeed remain:superficial
hollow
tasteless
dry
false assurance of the mind
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a show or display
pretence or hypocrisy.
1

In ego they become truthful or false.
In ego they reflect on virtue and sin.

466

This is the reason why we have been unable to come out of this mental
‘illusion’ until now and immersed in the trigun or three-phased false sense of
materialistic ‘fort of illusion’, enmeshed and entangled, we are wasting away
our invaluable life.
2

The mortal is entangled in Maya; he has forgotten the Name of the Lord of the
Universe.
Says Nanak, without meditating on the Lord, what is the use of this human life?
1427

3

Deluded by doubt, I have wasted my whole life; I have not obtained a stable
intellect.
I remain under the influence of corrupting sins, night and day, and I have not
renounced wickedness.
632

4

In such confusion, the world has gone astray.
The foolish mortal wastes this precious human life.

5

676

He wastes this precious human life through duality.
He does not know his own self, and trapped by doubts, he cries out in pain.
686
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